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Journal of Financial Reporting solicits submissions for pre-registered re-examinations 

(p-rex). This Call for Papers will remain open indefinitely. Submissions will be processed 

on a rolling basis as they are received, with articles published in regularly scheduled issues. 

JFR remains open to submissions of all types consistent with our existing policies. The 

remainder of this document defines what we mean by re-examination, the standards we 

will apply in evaluating them, the editorial process we will use, and our policies for 

publishing supplementary comments by others. 

Re-examinations:  Following the framework proposed by Bloomfield, Nelson and Soltes (2016, adapted 

from Clemens), we identify four types of re-examinations: 

 

 • Verifications use the same data set and the same analyses, to assess whether the original 

claims were due to flawed execution or reporting.  

 

• Reproductions apply the same analyses to a different data set capturing the same target 

population, to assess whether original claims were the result of luck, flawed execution, or flawed 

reporting.  

 

• Reanalyses apply new analyses to the same data set to assess whether the original claims are 

robust to different statistical approaches.  

 

• Extensions apply the same or new analyses to a data set drawn from a different target 

population or setting, to assess whether the claims extend to closely related contexts.  

 

JFR is open to all types of re-examinations, including those that blend elements of two or more types. Note 

that re-examinations focus not on entire studies, but on particular claims in those studies, typically in the 

form of a p-value interpreted in the framework of Null Hypothesis Statistical Testing (NHST). However, a 

re-examination need not be restricted to NHST; it can also use Bayesian or other methods that estimate the 

strength and variability of the associations claimed by the original authors. 

This is an open ended call, and there is no submission due date.  

 

Process. P-Rex submissions will be evaluated using a Registration-based Editorial Process (REP). Authors 

first submit a proposal specifying the claims they will test, how they will gather and analyze data, and how 

they will interpret results in light of claim being re-examined. The proposal must also describe the extent to 

which authors have already gathered or analyzed data relevant to the re-examination. Ideally, proposals are 

submitted before authors have gathered any data through experiments, surveys or hand-collection, or before 

authors have conducted the relevant analyses of pre-structured databases like CRSP and Compustat. This 

policy is intended to mitigate concerns that authors are selectively submitting papers based on whether re-

examinations support or overturn prior claims, or that reviewers and editors are selectively evaluating them 



on that basis. JFR will also consider re-examinations when the authors have gathered and analyzed data, but 

the proposal must not reveal the author’s findings (to mitigate concerns about selection bias among 

reviewers and editors), and proposals should be designed and written to mitigate concerns about authors’ 

own selection biases. Before publication, authors are required to submit their data processing code, along 

with raw data when there are no legal obstacles to doing so (suitably redacted to protect identities).  

Proposals will be assessed for quality control and assigned to a co-editor, who will assign two referees using 

JFR’s typical single-blind process. The authors of the claims being re-examined are not eligible to serve as 

reviewers, but the proposal will be sent to them for advisory input on how the proposal might be improved. 

However, editors will not use their negative evaluations or non-responses as a basis for rejection. Editors 

will reject or approve proposals, possibly after one or more requests for revision. The final report will be 

published as long as the authors abide by the commitments reflected in their proposal, and conduct any 

additional analyses the editor views as essential and feasible, given what was learned from the existing 

analysis. Publication will never depend on the results of proposed or additional analyses.  

 

Discussions. Solicited discussions are intended to help readers interpret the results of re-examinations, and 

to encourage authors to take supplementary analysis seriously. Discussion remarks may be solicited from 

reviewers, authors of the original claim and other experts at two points in the process: after the proposal is 

approved but before authors report results, and after authors share their data and code. Authors may also be 

given an opportunity to respond to such comments, as editors deem appropriate. 

Otherwise, editorial processes are as described here: 

https://meridian.allenpress.com/DocumentLibrary/AAAN/JFR_Editorial_Policy.pdf.  

 

To submit proposals and to ask any questions, please contact the editor Robert Bloomfield 

(bloomfield@cornell.edu), Henry Friedman (henry.friedman@anderson.ucla.edu), Alan Jagolinzer 

(a.jagolinzer@jbs.cam.ac.uk), or Clare Wang (clare.wang@colorado.edu).  or the JFR editorial office at 

JFR@aaahq.org.  
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